Submission Notes

1. Please underline your thesis statement and your topic statements. Every paragraph except for your conclusion should have a sentence underlined.

2. On your essay, identify your definition of the problem, your proposed solution, and number the arguments for the solution (ie, the reasons that your solution is the best one).

3. How, within the body of your essay, did you show that you addressed the concerns and point of view of your audience?

4. Put a ☺ in the margin next to your best idea.

5. Put a ☆ in the margin next to your best written sentence.

6. What was the most difficult aspect of writing this essay for you? Given more time, on what part of the essay would you work?

7. How did you push yourself in this essay? This can be an idea that really made your brain hurt or a writing skill that you focused on for this essay.

8. How was writing the proposal argument different than writing the other arguments for this class (review and phenomenon essays)?

9. Is there anything else that I should know about this essay before evaluating it?